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Abstract
The use of a hidden Markovmodel (HMM)for
the assignmentof part-of-speech (POS)tags to improve
the performanceof a text recognition algorithmis discussed. Syntacticconstraints are describedby the transition probabilities betweenPOStags. The confusion
betweenthe feature string for a wordand the various
tags is also describedprobabilislically. Amodification
of the Viterbi algorithmis also presentedthat finds a
fixed numberof sequencesof tags for a given sentence
that havethe highest probabilities of occurrence,given
the feature strings for the words. An experimental
application of this approachis demonstratedwith a word
hypothesizalion algorithm that produces a numberof
guessesaboutthe identity of eachwordin a runningtext.
Theuse of first and secondorder transition probabililies is explored. Overall performanceofbetween65 and
80 percent reduction in the average numberof words
that can matcha given imageis achieved.

1. Introduction
Text recognition algorithms often process only
imagesof isolated characters. This is sometimesfollowedby a pest-processing step that uses information
from a dictionary of allowable words to correct
recognition errors. This approach can provide high
performancefor goodquality images.
A computationaltheory for word recognition has
been proposed that overcomessomeof the constraints
of other methodologies[6]. The design of this technique is based on human performance in reading
whichsuggests that the feature analysis of wordimages
includes a wholistic analysis of word shape. Also,
feature extraction froma wordimageis only; onepart of
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a complexprocess of developingan understandingof a
text. Furthermore,the modelsuggests that to achieve
high levels of performance
in text recognitionfor a range
of input qualities it maybe necessaryto understandthe
text as well. Onepart of the understanding process
that underlies wordrecognitionis an analysis of the syntax of the text.
This paper discusses aspects of a Markovmodel
for POStagging wherethe probability of observingany
POStag is dependent on the tag of the previous
word[8, 9]. This modelis applied to text recognition
by first using a wordrecognition algorithmto supply a
numberof alternatives for the identity of each word.
Thetags of the alternatives for the wordsin a sentence
are then input to a modilied Viterbi algorithm that
determinessequencesof syntactic classes that include
each word. Analternative for a word decision is output only if its part of speechtag is includedin at least
one of these sequences. The Markovmodel improves
wordrecognition performanceif the numberof altemalives for a word are reduced without removing the
correct
choice.
Therest of this paper briefly introduces the computational modelfor wordrecognition. This is followed
by a description of howa Markovmodel for language
syntax is incorporated in the model. The modified
Viterbi algorithm proposed in this paper is then
described. Theperformanceof this technique in reducing the numberof alternatives for wordsin a sampleof
text is then discussed. Theeffect of employing
the first
and second order Markovassumptions and different
methodsof estimatingthe probabilities are explored.
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2. Computational

Model

The word recognition algorithm that incorporates
the Markov model of syntax contains the three steps
shown in Figure 1. The input is a sequence of word
images wi, i = 1,2,....
The hypothesis generation
stage computesa group of possible identifications for wi
(called Ni or its neighborhood) by matching a feature
representation of the imageto the entries in a dictionary.
The global contextual analysis phase uses information
about other words that have been recognized, such as
their syntactic classification, to constrain the wordsthat
can be in Ni. The output is a neighborhood N/" of
reduced size. The hypothesis testing phase uses the contents of N"to determinea specific set of feature tests that
could be executed to recognize wi. The output of
hypothesis testing is either a unique recognition of wi or
a set of hypotheses that contains the wordin the image.

3. Syntax

Model

The syntax of a sentence is summarized as the
sequence of syntactic classifications for its words. A
stxx:ific sequenceof syntactic classes is referred to as a
"parse" for the sentence. For example, in the sentence
"He was at work.", He is a pronoun, was is a verb, at is
a preposition, and workis a noun. Since it is knownthat
the appearance of any syntactic class probabilistically
constrains the classes that can follow it, a Markovmodel
is a natural representation for syntax [11]. Anexample
of such a probabilistic
constraint is given by the
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The transition
from one state to another is
described by a state transition probability distribution.
If the Markovprocess is assumedto be first order, this
distribution can be given be an N x N matrix. A second
order assumption
would imply the use of an
N x N x N probability distribution matrix.
There is also a probabilistic constraint on the
appearance of an observation or feature vector given that
the modelis in a specific state. For example, if the syntax specifies that an article should occur, the feature vector woulddescribe the word the with a certain probability and the word a with another probability. This constraint is sometimesrefened to as the confusion probability that an observation occurs given that the process is
in a specific state.
There is also an initial state distribution that
specifies the slate or grammaticalclass that the modelis
in for the first wordin a sentence. This initial constraint
can be powerful. For example, it has been observed in a
sample of newspaper reportage that the first word in a
sentence is an article or a proper noun with probability
0.31 and 0.14, respectively. The other 55 percent is
divided among24 other classes.

Wl. 1 N I-1

dk~tionary

probabilities that certain syntactic classes follow an article in a large sample of texL The word following an
article is a singular or mass noun in 51 percent of all
cases and is an adjective 20 percent of the time. The
other 29 percent of occurrences are scattered over 82
other syntactic classes [4].
A hidden Markovmodel (HMM)can be specified
that links the recognition process described earlier and a
Markovmodel for POS tagassignment [12]. The grammatical classes in the English language are assumed to
be the N states of a discrete n a order Markovprocess.
In the word recognition algorithm, the states are "hidden" because they are not observable at run-time.
Rather, the feature vector that describes a word is the
observable event. The number of such events is finite
and provides a fixed number Mof observation symbols.

N
l
word

= decisions
t¯ ..W

Figure 1. The wordrecognition algorithm.
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The HMM
is completely specified by the five elements just described (states, observation symbols, state
transition probabilities, observation symbolprobabilities,
and initial probabilities). The HMM
is applied to word
recognition by estimating the sequence of states (grammatical classes) with the maximum
a-posterior probability of occurrencefor a given sequenceof observations
(feature vectors). Each observation can correspond to
numberof different words with a similar feature vector
(i.e., the neighborhood in the word recognition algorithm). The performance of word recognition
is
improved by removing words from neighborhoods that
have syntactic classes which do not occur on the
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estimated state sequence.
The limitation to a single best state sequencecould
be too constraining for this application. Rather, it is
desired to locate a numberof state sequences that have a
higher a-posterior probability of occurrence than any
other state sequences. This would allow for a word
image to potentially be constrained by more than one
syntactic class, thus looseningthe syntactic conslraint.
The estimation of the sequence of states with the
maximuma-posterior
probability
of occurrence is
efficiently performed by the Viterbi algorithm [3]. The
adaptation of the Viterbi algorithm to this problem is
very similar to its use in poslprocessing character decisions [5]. The Viterbi algorithm has also been successfully used for speech recognition [1].
Under the assumptions that sentence delimiters
(periods) are perfectly recognized and the occurrence
a word recognition error in any position is independent
of the occurrence of an error in any other position, the
Viterbi _algorithm determines the string of syntactic
classes Z = z0,zl,...~,+l that maximizeBayes’ formula:

simply implemented by maintaining the desired number
of alternative sequences and theft costs at each point in
the evaluation. The final result includes the parses and
their costs.

4. ExperimentalInvestigation
Experimental tests were conducted to determine
the ability of the HMM
to reduce the number of word
candidates that match any image. Given sentences from
test samplesof running text, a set of candidates for each
word were produced by a model for the hypothesis generation portion of the word recognition algorithm. These
candidates were looked up in a dictionary to retrieve
their syntactic classes as well as their confusionprobabilities. The Viterbi algorithm was then run on these data,
using transition probabilities from another large text.
Wordcandidates were removed from a neighborhood if
their syntactic classes did not appear in any of the results
produced by the Viterbi.
Performance was measured by calculating the average neighborhoodsize per text word before and after the
application of syntax. This statistic is defined as:

P(X)
where X = Xo~rl,...,x~+ 1 is the sequence of feature vectors
for the words in
the sentence
and
x0 = xn+t = Zo = zn+l = period.
The independence and Markov assumptions, as
well as the fact_that the maximizationof equation 1 is
independent of X reduces the maximization of equation
1 to the maximizationof:
a+l

lI P(x~Iz~)P(Z~mz~_~)

2

ANSt=

1 N.

Y~nsi

Nw

ill

where Nwis the number of words in the test sample and
nsl is the numberof words in the neighborhood for the
i ~ word in the text. The improvementin performance is
measured by the percentage reduction in ANSt. The
error rate was also measured. This is the percentage of
words with neighborhoodsthat do not contain the correct
choice after the application of syntax.

i=l

over all possible Z, where P (Xi I Zi) is the conditional
probability of the feature vector Xi taking on its value
given that the corresponding syntactic class is Zi. This
is referred to as the observation symbolprobability or
confusionprobability. P (Zi I Zi_l) is the first order transition probability of the occurrenceof syntactic class Zi
given that syntactic class Zi-1 has been observed. To
avoid the combinatorial explosion inherent in calculating
equation 2 for all possible strings Z, the Viterbi algorithm uses a dynamic programming formulation to
transform the problem into one of graph searching with a
computational requirement on the order of M2 operations, where Mis the number of alternatives for any
word image.
A useful modification of the Viterbi algorithm is to
allow it to find a fixed number of POS sequences
(parses) for a sentence, each of which have the next best
cost amongall possible alternatives. This modification is
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4.1. ExperimentalDesign
Experiments were designed to explore several
questions about the application of the HMM.
The effect of accuracy in neighborhoodcalculation
was determined by applying two alternative models for
hypothesis generation. One model produces larger
neighborhoods than the other. The objective was to
determine the extent to which the effect of syntax
degrades as neighborhood size increases.
It was
expected that as more choices occurred in the neighborhood for a word and the numberof alternative syntactic
classes increased, that the ability of the HMM
to locate
the correct word candidates would decrease. This is
important to knowbecause in an application it may be
necessary to consider somewherebetween five to thirty
choices for a wordto obtain a high correct rate in neighborhood calculation
[7]. Ideally, the HMMwould
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significantly
reduce neighborhoods of any magnitude
with an acceptable error rate.
The effect of using different numbersof parses for
a sentence was also explored. As the number of parses
was increased, the amountof applicable syntactic information increased. This should inhibit the reduction in
neighborhoodsize because more alternatives are possible
for any word. However, the error rate should also
decrease for similar reasons. In the best case, some
numberof parses can be found that provide a significant
reduction in neighborhoodsize with a low error rate.
The tradeoffs in using first-order versus secondorder transition probabilities were also determined. It
was expected that better performance would be obtained
with second-order probabilities since they would better
estimate the effect of language syntax. However, the
question of whether to use second order probabilities is
balanced by the implied storage cost and potential
difficulty in obtaining accurate estimates for them.
Different methodsfor estimating the Iransition probabilities and their effect on performance were also
explored. This is a significant question in such a system
since the probabilities are typically estimated from a
finite sampleof text and it maybe difficdt to accurately
estimate the probability of infrequently occurring transitions [2]. It is interesting that such transitions that can
provide strict syntactic constraints since whenthey actually occur in a previously unseen sample of text, they
could tightly constrain the identity of the corresponding
words. However, if the syntactic transition has never
been observed, the correct word could be eliminated
from the neighborhood. That is, an error would occur.
Several methodsfor calculating transition probabilities and their effect on performance were explored.
Each methodrequires that counts first be calculated of
the numberof occurrences of syntactic class transitions
in a corpus of text. It is necessarily assumedeach word
in the training corpus is tagged with its grammatical
class. The Bayesian estimate for the transition probabilities wasone of those that were tested:
P(B IA)

cnla + 1
na +2

3

where cn ~a is the numberof transitions counted in the
training corpus and na is the total numberof occurrences
of syntactic category A. The advantage of this approach
is that it provides a small non-zero probability of
occurrencefor every transition.
A version of the maximumlikelihood probability
estimate was also used:
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P(B IA)

ceiling ( cn la , thresh

4

where,
ceiling ( cB la , thresh ) = thresh if cB la < t hresh
= cn ,a,

otherwise.

The purpose of using this estimate is to decrease the
effect of infrequently occurring transitions by makingall
transitions that occur less than a fixed numberof times
equivalent to one another. It was expected that as thresh
was increased, the ability of the HMM
to reduce the
average neighborhood size would decrease and the error
rate would also decrease. This would occur because the
effect of infrequently occurring transitions was being
nulfified with increases in thresh.

4.2. Text Database
A soft copy (ASCII) text sample known as the
BrownCorpus was used for the experiments [10]. This
text was chosen because it is large (over 1,000,000
words of running text) and every word is tagged with its
syntactic class. The corpus is divided into 15 subject
categories or genres. There are 500 individual samples
of running text in the corpus and each one contains
approximately 2000 words. The number of samples in
each genre differs depending on the amountpublished in
that area at the time the corpus was compiled.
The syntactic tags used to describe words in the corpus
are organized in six major categories:
(1)

parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and so
on.

(2) function words: determiners, prepositions, conjunctions, and so on.
(3)

important individual words: not, existential there,
infinitival to, formsof do, be, andhave.
(4) punctuation marks of syntactic importance: ".",

,,(,,, ,,),,, .............__

(5) inflectional morphemes:noun plurals, and possessives, verb past, present and past participle, and so
on.

(6) foreign or cited words.
A tag sometimeshas a ’U’ affixed to it to indicate the
word is a negation. Altogether, 84 different tags were
used in the experiments described in this paper. Those
tags are listed in Appendix1.
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4.3.

Hypothesis Generation Algorithm
Theoperation of the hypothesis generation algorithm wassimulatedby calculating the feature description for a wordfrompre-definedfeatures for the letters
in the word.All the wordsin a dictionary with the same
feature description were used as its neighborhood.Two
featnre descriptionsthat producedifferent neighborhoods
wereused to demonstratethe effect of neighborhood
size
on performance.
Thefeature descriptions are specialized for lower
case characters becausethe experimentationis restricted
to text written in lowercase. Thefirst feature description includesvertical bars of different heights, dots, and
emptyspaces. These features were chosen becausethey
can be reliably computedfromimagesof text evenif the
characters touch oneanother[6]. Thecompletelisting of
this feature set is givenbelow:
1.
A significant area at the beginning or end of a
wordthat doesnot containa vertical bar (e.g., the
spaceto the fight of the vertical bar in a "c" or an
"e");
2.
Ashort vertical bar (e.g., the leg of an "r");
3.
A long high vertical bar that extends abovethe
mainbar of the word(e.g., the aseenderportion of
a "b");
A long low vertical bar that extends below the
4.
mainbodyof the word(e.g., the descender in
"p");
5.
6.

Dotsover short vertical bars (occursin an "i");
Dotsover long vertical bars (occursin a "j").

Whenthe feature description is applied to a word
it yields a symbolicrepresentationthat wouldcorrespond
to the sequenceof occurrenceof the features in an image
of the word. Thus, both "me" and "may"have a symbolic representation 22221 and the neighborhoodof
"me" is {"me", "may"}.
Thesecondfeature set includes all the features in
the first descriptionplus the holes producedby topological containment.Theaddition of this feature providesa
finer discriminationin neighborhoodcalculation, i.e.,
smaller neighborhoods.

HMM
and used to filter the neighborhoods. One lest
sample was randomlyselected from each genre of the
BrownCorpus.In each case, both first and second-order
syntactic class transition probabilities wereestimated
from the remainder of the corpus. Both the Bayesian
estimate(equation3) andsix values(thresh = 0 ..... 5) for
the thresholdedestimate (equation4) wereused.
The original values for ANSt,before running the
HMM
averagedabout 35 wordsfor the first description
and about 4.5 wordsfor the seconddescription.
The results of applying the HMM
to sample A06
are shownin Table 1. The effect of using up to five
different parses is shownby the columnsnumbered1 to
5 at the top of the table. Thetop half of the table refers
to the first feature descriptionandthe bottomhalf to the
second. Eachhalf also includes an indication of the two
orders of transition probability that wereused and the
different methodsfor estimating them. Theparticular
estimation procedureis codedby the effect it has on
countsthat originally werezero. Thus,0.5 indicates the
Bayesian estimate, 0 the thresholded estimate where
thresh is 0, andso on.
Theresults showa numberof interesting effects.
It is seen that the first feature description,i.e., the one
that producedoriginal neighborhoodsizes of about 35,
producesthe greatest reduction in ANSt.Valuesbetween
80 and 85 percent are typical. However,error rates of
between9 and 14 percent occurred. The second feature
description, i.e., the onethat producedvaluesof ANStof
about four to five, providedmoreencouragingresults. A
65 to 70 percent reduction in ANStwasobtained with an
error rate somewhere
betweenone and two percent.
The modification to the Viterbi algorithm that
located a numberof alternative parses wasalso very successful at reducingthe error rate with a negligibleloss in
reduction of ANSt.The top five parses yielded error
rates that wereabouttwo-thirdsthose of the first parse,
for the first feature description. Whenthe secondfeature
description was used, the error rates were reduced to
between one-third and one-half their previous values
whenthe top five parses wereapplied.
Theeffect of using first-order versus second-order
transition probabilities was almost negligible. The
results showthat the percentage reduction is virtually
unaffected by the difference in syntactic information.
Theerror rates showsomeminordifferences, but nothing
dramatic. For example,with the secondfeature description and usingthe Bayesianestimate, andfive parses, the
error rate was1.2 with first-order informationand 1.0
with second-order. However,on the whole, there were
no remarkabledifferences.

4.4.

Experimental Results
The HMM
was applied to correct the simulated
text recognition results producedby the two modelsfor
hypothesisgeneration describedearlier. Five parses for
each sentence in the test samples were output by the
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fes.tu~ trans Irons
de~.
order est.
1
1
0.5
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
5
1
2
0.5
1
2
0
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2
4
1
2
5
2
1
0.5
2
1
0
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
4
2
1
5
2
2
0.5
2
2
0
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
4
2
2
5

1
EnRate
12.82
12.71
12.87
12.62
12.87
12,87
12.87
12.61
13.52
13.02
12.71
13.02
13.72
13.82
2.83
2.83
2.83
2.83
2.83
2.88
2.77
2.17
3.68
2.37
2.22
2.27
2.52
2.42

p4~se8
3
4
5
=/.reduce ErrRate %mduoe ErrRate %reduce E~Ra~ %reduce ErrRate "/.reduce
84.64
10.95
83.07
9.94
81.91
9.43
81.19
8.83
80.30
84.66
83.19
11.00
9.94
81.99
9.43
81.29
8.93
80.39
84.67
11.00
83.19
9.94
81.99
9.43
81.28
8.93
80.40
84.61
10.90
83.02
9.89
61.99
9.28
61.40
8.78
80.20
84.56
10.85
83.01
9.84
9.23
81.80
81.02
8.78
80.07
84.56
10.85
83.02
9.84
81.86
9.28
81.09
8.78
80.08
84.57
11.00
83.08
10.04
81.80
9.38
81.01
8.73
80.19
84.77
11.25
83.37
10.09
81.90
9.38
81.03
8.83
80.19
84.63
12.01
83.03
10.80
81.74
10.24
81.42
9.23
80.46
84.62
83.57
10.34
11.71
81.95
9.43
81.22
8.08
80.37
84.77
11.30
83.28
9.94
81.71
9.08
81.34
8.73
80.71
84.,52
11.60
83.15
10.34
81.64
9.79
80.90
9.18
80.40
84.37
12.21
83.19
10.95
81.59
10.29
80.86
9.33
80.38
84.88
12.36
83.43
11.20
81.94
10.54
81.25
9.38
80.65
69.24
2.07
56.35
1.66
67.42
1.46
66.77
1.21
65.77
69.23
2.02
08.36
1.66
67.39
1.41
66.75
1.21
65.08
69.23
2.02
56.31
1.72
67.42
1.46
66.73
1.26
65.79
69.23
2.07
68.32
1.72
67.42
1.46
66.71
1.21
65.79
69.23
2.02
08.32
1.77
67.42
1.46
66.71
1.26
65.80
08.38
69,23
2.02
1.77
67.47
1.46
66.72
1.26
65.85
69.23
2.02
56.38
1.77
67.47
1.46
66.72
1.26
65.93
1.66
68.19
69.11
1.36
67.34
1.11
66.08
1.01
65.94
2.83
67.88
69.01
2.42
66.78
2.27
66.16
2.17
65.43
69.07
1.72
56.14
1.31
67.31
1.21
66.67
1.01
66.01
69,05
1.72
08.24
1.21
66.95
67.43
1.16
1.01
66.10
69.13
1.77
08.22
1.41
66.85
67.38
1.31
1.21
66.10
69,13
1.87
56.22
1.41
67.38
1.26
66.81
1.11
66.23
69.07
1.87
56.23
1.51
67.65
1.26
66.99
1.16
66.39
2

Table1. Results of applying the HMM
to sample A06.

Theeffect of the different estimation procedures
for the transition probabilitiesis interesting. In all cases,
the reductionin ANStis unaffectedby the transition probability estimation technique. The error rate is also
largely unaffectedwith the exceptionof the results for
second order transition probabifities for the second
feature description. Theerror rate for the thresholded
estimate wherethresh = O is between 50 and 100 percent higher than comparablevalues for the samenumber
of parses. This suggeststhat there is significant negative
informationin the non-occurrence
of certain transitions.
However,
the generaltrend of results suggeststhat this is
best overcomeby the maximum
likelihood estimation
procedure. The same experiments were also performed
on one samplerandomlyselected from each genre. The
results are comparable
to those presentedabove.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
A hidden Markovmodel for applying languagelevel syntactic constraintsin a text recognitionalgorithm
waspresented. Therecognition algorithmproduceda set
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of choices (referredto as a neighborhood)
for eachword
in a sentence. Syntactic constraintswerethen used to
remove some of these choices and thereby improve
recognition performance.
Syntax was modeled as an n ~ order Markov
source and the Viterbi algorithm was used to find the
sequenceof syntacticclasses that best fit the choicesprovided by the recognition algorithm. A modification of
the Viterbi algorithmprovidedseveral next-best alternafives for the syntactic class sequenceas well as their
costs.
Anexperimentalinvestigation of this approachwas
performedin whicha simulation of two versions of the
wordrecognition procedurewere run on several samples
of text undervarious conditions. It wasshownthat small
initial neighborhoods,on the order of five choices per
word, produced the best performance. Also, the
modificationof the Viterbi algorithmwasquite valuable
in reducingthe error rate while also providinga reduction in the average neighborhoodsize of about 65 percent.
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It was interesting
that there was almost no
difference in performance depending on whether first or
second-order transitions were used. This is almost
counter-intuitive but is still a valuableresult since it suggests that a working implementation can be achieved
with a small cost in storage. Also, there was almost no
difference, except in one case, provided by the different
mefllods for estimating the transition probabilities. This
suggests that the technique can be sensitive to low frequencytransitions. However,the specific circumstances
in which this occurs are open to question and should be
investigated further.
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